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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

UnsoundSoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

UnsoundSoundness - Effective?

NoCompliance - Legally
compliant?

NoCompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

The infrastructure in the area can not cope with more traffic.Redacted reasons -
Please give us details From the junction at the M60 backs up to the Denton junction, traffic on

droylsden road backs up to the snipe, traffic in lord sheldon way backs up.of why you consider the
consultation point not

Anyone employed here would commute in causing more traffic and pollution.to be legally compliant,
is unsound or fails to There are two housing developments going on nearby which will also

contribute to the traffic.comply with the duty to
co-operate. Please be
as precise as possible.

There is already many entertainment, eating facilities and shopping on lord
sheldon way and the snipe so no additional needed. Office space shouldn''t
be required as there are already nearby empty office spaces to hire or older
spaces that could be redeveloped.
This whole area should be reserved as green space to help combat the
pollution of the already heavy traffic and proximity to the motorway

This whole area should be reserved as green space to help combat the
pollution of the already heavy traffic and proximity to the motorway

Redacted modification
- Please set out the
modification(s) you The proposal should be sent directly to all houses within a 3k radius to allow

full local feedback, speaking with neighbours they are not aware of thisconsider necessary to
make this section of the proposal despite the proximity to our houses and the impact on local traffic

and pollutionplan legally compliant
and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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